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From the tiniest ladybug to a towering glacier, from a horse
running in a field to a leaf falling slowly from a tree, nature
subjects offer some of the greatest challenges and the
greatest rewards to photographers. In the BetterPhoto
tradition, hereand's a complete photo course in a book.
Hands-on lessons cover every aspect of digital nature
photography, from buying the right camera for close-ups,
landscapes, and movement, to understanding how the
camera works, to taking great pictures. Author Jim Miotke
uses straightforward text and inspiring yet informative photos
to show the best ways to approach nature photography.
Everything a beginner or intermediate photographer needs to
know is here, including a buyerand's guide, full information on
camera features, file formats and settings, exposure, low-light
photography, filters and white balance, composition and lens
choice, creative ideas, manipulating, and printing, along with
a glossary and list of useful websites. The Better Photo Guide
to Digital Nature Photography helps photographers
everywhere get great photos in the great outdoors.
Michael Freeman--our top digital photography author and a
worldwide name--presents the most comprehensive book yet
on black-and-white digital photography. Oversized, beautifully
illustrated, and far-reaching in scope, this guide is destined to
be a standard reference for years to come. Freeman covers
all aspects of black-and-white digital photography: its fine art
tradition as well as its techniques. Learn how to see and
expose in black and white, digitally convert color to
monochrome, and develop a black-and-white digital workflow.
Explore creative choices and how to interpret various subjects
most skillfully in monochrome. Finally, get an expert’s advice
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on printing and displaying black-and-white photographs to
best effect.
"Authored by the Digital Photographic Documentation Task
Force of the American Institute for Conservation of Historic
and Artistic Works"--P. 11.
Today’s photographer is faced with an overwhelming number
of choices when it comes to using digital-camera and
computer-based filtration. Help is here in this comprehensive
overview. It provides the lowdown on how digital cameras
respond to traditional photographic filters and which filters are
the most useful to own. Photoshop filters and third-party plugins are explored. Learn to improve color rendition, create
traditional filter effects, and more in the computer. Filters have
always been the most important tools in a photographer’s
creative arsenal. Here is everything you need to know to
master the use of photographic filters in the digital age.
Drawing on decades of experience as an internationally
acclaimed photographer, author Michael Freeman presents a
comprehensive tome on digital photography that takes the
reader from initial inspiration, all the way to digital processing
and printing. Inside the lavish aluminium photographers case
are five new volumes, a handy wallet-sized shooting guide
plus a DVD featuring masterclasses from the author himself.
'The Art of Digital Photography' showcases Freemans finest
work, and explains how composition, exposure, colour and
tone are all crucial for a photograph with impact. 'The Digital
Camera Handbook' explores the machinations of digital
cameras, outlining the key technologies that photographers
need if they want to get great results from their digital SLR,
and how to employ them to best effect in real world situations.
'Digital Photography Workflow' is a guide to the all-important
areas of image management; from shooting and processing
Raw files, through to outputting your images online or in print.
'Creative Image Editing and Special Effects' an essential
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guide to the digital darkroom features practical and
inspirational projects, and is packed with hints and tips.
'Pocket Guide to Shooting' is the perfect companion for the
photographer on the move, acting as both a source of
inspiration and an aide memoire for key camera settings. 'The
Shooting Tips Wallet Guide' is a carry-anywhere, quickreference for those all important shooting settings. The Digital
Imaging DVD contains video masterclasses and on-location,
behind-the-scenes footage of the author.
The Complete Guide to Macro and Close-Up Photography is
a comprehensive handbook on macro and close-up
photography, offering both ambitious beginners and veteran
photographers all the information they need to create great
macro photographs. Experienced photographer and author
Cyrill Harnischmacher covers: Explanations of all the
concepts behind close-up and macro photography
Equipment, including camera systems, macro lenses, closeup lenses, extension tubes, and reversing rings Shooting
techniques such as high-speed photography using
photoelectric sensors, light painting, focus stacking to extend
depth of field, panoramic and infrared macros, extended
contrast with HDR technology, and multiple exposures
Tackling subject matter both in the field and in the studio
Working creatively with ambient and artificial light Countless
hands-on shooting tips Post-processing your macro images
The book also offers insights about macro photo composition,
discussing light, color, camera position, and focus. With more
than 600 images and figures illustrating the various ways
readers can document the world of the infinitesimal, this book
is not only a technical guide, but also a source of inspiration
giving readers ideas to run with and make their own. Finally,
the book also includes do-it-yourself projects, offering
solutions both for everyday shooting as well as for dealing
with specific situations unique to macro photography.
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Cameras can capture what the eye can’t perceive: the
presence of infrared light. And shooting infrared (IR) with a
digital camera makes it easier than ever to create distinctively
dreamlike, high-contrast black-and-white pictures. Using a
wealth of stunning images, this thorough resource explores
the technical and creative possibilities of this unique and
increasingly popular medium. Get tips on focus and exposure;
IR filters; and having a camera converted to shoot specifically
in infrared. Follow instructions for processing and printing the
photos--including toner effects and faux color. One glance
through this guide and it’s clear why infrared pictures are fun
to take and beautiful to look at.
Need to know which digital camera to buy? Want to take
better photographs and retouch images? Ready to achieve
professional results? This updated edition of The Digital
Photography Handbook will allow you to make the most of all
the advantages your camera has to offer - as well as guiding
you through the latest software to enhance your images, and
get professional results with every shot. This book includes
expert advice on the art of photography (composition, depth
of field and how to photograph a variety of subjects), editing
and image manipulation software, how to print your images
for the best results, developing a portfolio and mastering the
rules of copyright. Doug Harman includes the very latest
developments in digital technology, equipping you with
everything you need to become a photographer. Contents
include: Types of camera, Computers and software, Memory,
Pixels and magnification, Saving images, Exposure,
Composition, Light, Camera modes, Special effects,
Manipulating images, Photo apps, Retouching old photos,
Printing digital images, Selecting printers and paper,
Archiving and the cloud, Making money from your images,
Copyright rules and more.
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Furnishes an overview of digital photography,
covering such topics as cameras, exposure, lighting,
shutter speed, depth of field, and resolution--and tips
on how to avoid hours of photo-editing by taking
great photographs the first time.
A comprehensive guide to lighting techniques in
digital photography covering topics including working
with artificial light and daylight.
Photography legend John Shaw returns with his
much-anticipated guide to digital nature
photography, complete with more than 250
extraordinarily beautiful photographs. For over four
decades, John Shaw’s authentic voice and trusted
advice has helped photographers achieve
impressive shots in the great outdoors. In his firstever book on digital photography, Shaw provides indepth advice on everything from equipment and
lenses to thorough coverage of digital topics
including how to use the histogram. In addition, he
offers inspirational and frank insight that goes far
beyond the nuts and bolts of photography, explaining
that successful photos come from having a vision,
practicing, and then acquiring the equipment needed
to accomplish the intention. Easily digestible and
useful for every type of photographer, and complete
with more than 250 jaw-dropping images, John
Shaw’s Guide to Digital Nature Photography is the
one book you’ll need to beautifully capture the world
around you.
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Covers introductory digital photography for
beginners, digital image and Photoshop techniques
for experienced shooters, and includes an advanced
section on glamour shots, producing e-books, and
setting up a home studio.
Are you intent on capturing the perfect sunset? A
budding photojournalist? Or ready to take your
holiday snaps to the next level? The Complete Guide
to Digital Photography is your definitive guide to
taking, processing and printing sharper, more
colourful and better looking pictures. Ian Farrell's
expert tips take you from the basics of using your
camera to advanced darkroom techniques with 52
step-by-step projects including portraits, landscapes,
still-life images, fast-moving objects and
photographing live events. Introducing you to the
latest software and techniques and featuring
technical tips, interviews with the professionals,
troubleshooting and over 400 inspirational images,
the Complete Guide to Digital Photography is the
ultimate master class in digital photography.
Contents include: Portrait photography, Landscape
photography, Street photography, Nature and
wildlife, Dynamic live action, Special effects, Macro
photography, Travel photography, Wedding
photography, Digital darkroom, Colour management,
Sharpening, High dynamic range, Skin smoothing,
Printing your images, Making a portfolio, Your first
exhibition, Selling your photographs.
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Even film diehards have a tough time resisting the
instant gratification of the digital camera. Today's
digital cameras are more affordable then ever
before, and they deliver high quality images that are
a snap to share. Plus, you can take risks with a
digital camera you never would with a film camera.
You waste nothing; there's no film required, and
because you only print the pictures you need, digital
photography is cost effective and environmentally
friendly. But to take full advantage of a digital
camera, you need to be an experienced
photographer and an expert at digital photography
too. With more than 15 years of experience as a
photojournalist, author Derrick Story brings you
Digital Photography Pocket Guide, 3rd Edition. For
everyone who owns or will own a digital camera (and
that pretty much means everyone!), this is the
perfect on-the-go guide for taking top-notch digital
photos. In this third edition of the bestselling pocket
guide, Story expands on the basic photography
techniques that he introduced in earlier editions,
including an explanation of each camera component
and what it does, tips for choosing just the right
settings for your needs, and much more. This
indispensable guide covers everything from how to
shoot sports action, close ups, and night shots, to
dealing with image resolution, archiving, and
memory cards. Affordable and portable, Digital
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color photographs, screen shots, and line art
illustrating all the topics in the guide's three main
sections ("Digital Camera Components," "Standard
Camera Functions," and "How Do I?"). Contents are
labeled A to Z for quick reference. There's also a
comprehensive table of contents and index so you'll
waste no time flipping to the specific information you
need--whether you want to transfer images, make a
QuickTime movie, or just figure out what purpose
that mystery setting on your camera serves. There's
even a section of easy-to-read reference tables for
quick look-up of white balance settings, exposure
compensation, camera mode explanations, and
plenty more.
Post-production can make the difference between a
good image and a great image, not to mention it's an
essential process if you shoot in RAW to enjoy the
most flexibility and control possible. This book will
outline everything you need to know to gain a better
understanding of how to apply darkroom style effects
to your images using Adobe Photoshop and Affinity
Photo. Through detailed background knowledge
designed to make you familiar with the software and
to build your confidence, you'll learn a wide range of
skills and techniques through step-by-step case
studies that will make learning an active experience.
Not only will this be a valuable reference resource, it
will also be your very own personal tutor giving you
everything you need to edit your images like a pro. Page 8/21
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Learn the essentials with a complete guide to every
tool, filter and effect for both Adobe Photoshop and
Affinity Photo - Get the most out of your RAW files
with detailed instructions on processing your digital
image - Master basic, intermediate, and advanced
editing techniques with easy to follow step-by-step
tutorials - Get the best quality images for display with
a complete guide to home printing
Join Tom Ang's masterclass for a one-on-one guide
to every aspect of digital photography. You'll improve
your skills, develop your eye and learn to take
control of your camera in Digital Photography
Masterclass. Learn to be a better photographer; find
out how to imagine the results you want before
achieving them. Discover how to master the
complexities of lighting, composition and timing.
Enhance your pictures with image manipulation, then
start to specialise in what interests you; from sport to
portrait, following Tom's tips on taking genre photos.
A guide to using the HD-video feature that is included on
many digital SLR cameras covers gear, recording audio,
shooting techniques, formats and standards for HD video,
editing video and audio files and outputting final video files.
Original.
"Once an image is in digital form, what you can do with it is
practically endless." Tom Ang Make sure you're picture
perfect with this concise and easy-to-use guide to digital
photography from expert photographer and bestselling author
Tom Ang. Now available in ebook(PDF) format. Understand
what to look for when buying cameras, software, or
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accessories. Follow the essentials of good picture-taking and
get expert tips on how to make the most of your digital
images from covering the basics to image manipulation and
special effects. Plus, "quick fix" pages on how to solve
common problems mean your camera can learn to lie. Get
clicking and get outstanding results every time. Updates to
this edition Ch. 1 Buyers' Guide (was Total Photography) A
guide to cameras and accessories. All new products. Spreads
newly presented as "Buyers' Guides", to help the reader
decide which products are most suited to their needs. Ch. 2
Photo Techniques (was Photography for the Digital Age)
Skills, trade secrets, and techniques of digital photography.
Updated text, some new photographs. Ch. 3 A Compendium
of Ideas (New, not in previous 2 editions) 36 pages of
projects, concepts, subject areas, approaches, and ideas. All
new text and photographs, taken from Digital Photographer's
Handbook 4th edition. Ch. 4 All About Image Manipulation
Filters, image effects, distortion, color control, and
manipulation. Some minor reorganization of information, text
updated. New text, images and layouts for Filter Effects, pp.
170-177. New spread on High Dynamic Range. Ch. 6 The
Output Adventure Proofing and printing, uploading images to
the web. Text updated. New spread on Creating a Website.
The authoritative guide for photographing nature in today’s
digital world Infused with both a passion for nature and an
abundance of technical expertise, The Complete Guide to
Nature Photography guides amateur photographers through
every stage of shooting landscapes, close-ups, and animal
portraits in today’s digital world. Master nature photographer
Sean Arbabi offers insider advice on everything from packing
your gear bag to selecting sites, staying safe while working in
the field, getting a perfect exposure, composing your images
for maximum impact, and processing your digital images
afterward. Packed with more than 200 inspiring and
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instructive images, this complete course is the only book
you’ll need to capture the beauty of the world around you.
The latest edition of a comprehensive guide to digital printing
technology and techniques helps today's photographers
select a model that has the right features, choose from the
new options of quality papers and inks, and succeed in
creating excellent prints. Original.
Discover how to get the very best from your photography with
clear step-by-step guidance from expert photographer, Tom
Ang. In this fully comprehensive photography companion,
renowned photographer and teacher Tom Ang teaches you
how to capture, enhance, and transform your photographs.
The first half of the book explains all of the essential
techniques that every photographer needs to learn - from how
to handle your camera correctly and understand its features,
to composing a successful shot. The second half develops
your understanding of photography, guiding you through a
range of projects that focus on different photographic genres
and subjects, including landscapes, cityscapes, and live
events. It explains how to digitally enhance your images, not
only to improve the original shot, but also to apply creative
techniques that will take your image to a new level. This
section also gives advice on the best way to share your work,
to choosing the most suitable equipment, and should you
wish, how to develop a career in photography.
Covers parts of the digital camera, image resolution, flash
modes, action and portrait photography techniques, memory
cards, e-mailing images, and archiving.
Complete Guide to Digital Photography
Digital Photography addresses the novice who wants to learn
the basics of digital imaging and image manipulation. The
material is presented in an entertaining yet informative way,
providing hints and encouragement without going into too
much technical detail.
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It’s the latest and hottest technique, made possible only
through digital. High Dynamic Range photography is the
process of taking several pictures of a scene at various
exposures, then merging them into one file. So the entire
photo can look crisp and detailed, from highlights to midtones
to shadows--and photographers needn’t sacrifice any part of
their image. And the best way to master this exciting
technology is with this thorough, easy-to-follow, and visually
spectacular guide. No other title does justice to these cuttingedge techniques, which actually take the viewer into worlds
far beyond normal photography--sometimes even beyond
normal human perception. Ferrell McCollough, a widely
respected photographer, pushes the boundaries and inspires
others to pursue their artistic vision, too. The amazing results
simply can’t be achieved any other way.

Learn how to take professional-quality photographs
using the same tricks today’s top photographers use
(surprisingly, it’s easier than you’d think)!
This is a completely, totally updated version of the #1 bestselling digital photography book of all time! It’s the award
winning, worldwide smash hit, written by Scott Kelby, that’s
been translated into dozens of different languages.
Here’s how Scott describes this book’s brilliant premise: “If
you and I were out on a shoot, and you asked me, ‘Hey, how
do I get this flower to be in focus, with the background out of
focus?,’ I wouldn’t stand there and give you a photography
lecture. In real life, I’d just say, ‘Put on your zoom lens, set
your f-stop to f/2.8, focus on the flower, and fire away.’
That’s what this book is all about: you and I out shooting
where I answer questions, give you advice, and share the
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secrets I’ve learned just like I would with a friend—without all
the technical explanations and techie photo speak.”
This isn’t a book of theory—full of confusing jargon and
detailed concepts. This is a book on which button to push,
which setting to use, and when to use it. With over 200 of the
most closely guarded photographic “tricks of the trade,” this
book gets you shooting dramatically better-looking, sharper,
more colorful, more professional-looking photos every time.
Each page covers a single concept that makes your
photography better. Every time you turn the page, you’ll learn
another pro setting, tool, or trick to transform your work from
snapshots into gallery prints. If you’re tired of taking shots
that look “okay,” and if you’re tired of looking in photography
magazines and thinking, “Why don’t my shots look like
that?” then this is the book for you.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
Chapter 1: Pro Tips for Getting Sharp Photos
Chapter 2: The Scoop on Lenses
Chapter 3: Shooting Landscapes Like a Pro
Chapter 4: Shooting Travel Like a Pro
Chapter 5: Making Portraits Like a Pro
Chapter 6: Making Portraits with Flash Like a Pro
Chapter 7: Shooting Weddings Like a Pro
Chapter 8: Shooting Sports Like a Pro
Chapter 9: Shooting Other Stuff Like a Pro
Chapter 10: Pro Tips for Getting Better Photos
Chapter 11: How to Print Like a Pro
Chapter 12: Photo Recipes to Help You Get the Shot
An illustrated introduction to digital photography, examining
hardware such as cameras, computers, scanners, and
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printers and the relationship between them; looking at imageediting software, tools, and techniques; featuring step-by-step
instructions for taking professional-quality photographs; and
discussing special-effects options.
A comprehensive instructional guide created especially for
youngsters tells them exactly what they need to know to
capture those special events digitally and get creative to
create photo magnets, digital scrapbooks, puzzles, and more.
Reprint.
David Busch's Canon EOS R5/R6 Guide to Digital
Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and
reference for the exciting new Canon EOS R5 and R6 fullframe mirrorless cameras. Enthusiasts can choose between
the super-high resolution of the R5’s 45-megapixel sensor, or
the superior low-light performance and action-friendly highcapacity buffer of the 20-megapixel R6. Both cameras boast
continuous shooting up to 20 frames per second, in-body
image stabilization, and 1,053 Dual-Pixel II phase-detection
AF points for lightning-fast, precise autofocus. Their highresolution OLED electronic viewfinders provide a bright, clear
view. Three available adapters make it easy to supplement
your R-mount lenses with a broad selection of legacy Canon
EF and EF-S optics. The EOS R5 and R6 have wireless
connectivity to allow linking to a computer and iOS or Android
smart device, high-definition 4K and Full HD movie-making
capabilities, and a versatile swiveling touch-screen LCD. With
this book in hand, you can quickly apply all these advanced
features to your digital photography, while boosting your
creativity to take great photographs with your Canon EOS R5
or R6.
Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations,
David Busch's Canon EOS R5/R6 Guide to Digital
Photography covers all this upscale camera's features in
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depth, from taking your first photos through advanced details
of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and
relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and
situations. Also included is the handy "roadmap" chapter, an
easy-to-use visual guide to the cameras' features and
controls. Learn when to use each option and, more
importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s
recommended settings for every menu entry. With bestselling photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide,
you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s
capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an
advanced enthusiast, or are just out for fun. Start building
your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your vision to
light with the Canon EOS R5/R6 today.
Photographers! Your guide is here! The demand for highquality photographs is higher than ever. Whether you’re
building your influencer rating online, capturing the moments
of a child’s life, or are looking for ways to improve your skills,
photography know-how is a must-have skill. Digital
Photography For Dummies helps you do more than pointing,
shooting, and hoping for the best or slapping a filter on a
camera phone shot. This book introduces you to the camera
settings and techniques that separate okay pictures from
frame-worthy portraits. It then explains how to apply those
skills to capturing your own portraits, landscape shots, and
high-action photos. Develop a better eye for image
composition Discover how to light photos better, including
using natural light Learn to get quick results in auto settings
or take full control in manual mode Discover the elements of
exposure and how they influence the final product Find
instructions on taking a formal or casual portrait Apply basic
editing techniques to finalize your image Go beyond photo
apps and apply the techniques pros use for their images.
In contrast to the jargon-filled manuals that come with most
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digital cameras, The Beginner's Photography Guide presents
step-by-step digital slr camera basics, while introducing and
demonstrating a wide variety of techniques that will inspire
the novice digital photographer. Grouped together by themescolor, composition, natural light, framing, and more-each
camera technique is broken down into an easy-to-follow stepby-step sequence, and features annotated photographs and
suggestions on getting the best from digital slr cameras and
taking eye-catching photos.
A guide to the art and technology of digital photography cover
such topics as cameras, image transfer, image sensors,
exposure, program mode, composition, lighting, RAW
shooting, workflow, and editing.

It's Time To MASTER Digital Photography (Yes I
Know You're A Beginner But It Really Is
Possible!)Looking To Learn How To Take Amazing
Photographs And Grasp Photography? You've Come
To The Right Place Presenting Photography For
Beginners! Here's A Preview Of What You're About
To Learn...•Demystifying Photography•What DSLR
Is And Why It Matters•Understanding Shooting
Modes•ISO Explained•Metering
Explained•Exposure Compensation•How To Focus
Your Camera Lens And Your Mind
Correctly!•Manipulating Your Photos•How To
'Frame' Your Photos•How To Never Take A Boring
Photo Again•And Much, Much More!*** Claim Your
Bonus Content At The Back Of The Book ***
The Photography Masterclass book will teach you
how to take amazing images and even sell them,
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whether you use a smartphone, mirrorless or DSLR
camera.Photography Masterclass is a book
designed to teach you the ins and outs of
photography, even if you have little to no experience
with it, to help create beautiful images that help you
stand out from the crowd. Master Photography
Techniques to Create Extraordinary Images! While
there are plenty of digital photography books that
focus on specific styles or how to use gear, it's hard
to find a comprehensive book like this one, which is
for beginner to advanced photographers. This book
is designed for all levels of photographers who want
to improve their skills, take stellar images, and make
money with their photos - especially great for any
DSLR or mirrorless camera user. This book is aimed
at teaching photographers what it takes to improve
your techniques to earn more money. You'll start
with the basics and tackle how a camera operates,
the types of cameras and lenses available, and
equipment you'll need for accomplishing your goals.
You'll then dive into the different styles of
photography you can focus on.You'll learn about
your camera settings (DSLR, mirrorless, or other),
including how to shoot in manual mode. You'll use
stabilization tools and master how to properly
compose and light a scene. You'll even learn how to
take great photos with a smartphone or tablet and
how to edit images. So you can sell your photos,
you'll learn how to brand yourself, create a portfolio
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and website, and find freelance work or a full-time
position. Gain insight into licensing, fair use, and
more. And if you want to get into wedding
photography, you'll learn how to start your own
business. By the end of Photography Masterclass
book, your confidence as a photographer will soar.
You'll have a thorough understanding of your camera
and gear so you can use them to their fullest
potential to take unforgettable photos and start a
profitable photography career.
Build your photography skills step-by-step with an
independent photography course that guides you
through every aspect of digital photography. Includes
advice and stunning images, this e-guide will help
you master your photography and image-editing
skills, and maximize your artistic talent in as little as
20 weeks. Digital Photography Complete Course
uses a combination of tutorials, step-by-step
demonstrations, practical assignments, and Q&As to
help you understand and use your camera to its full
capacity. Choose your own pace to work through the
modules-the program is completely customizable to
your schedule. As you work through the lessons, test
your new knowledge and troubleshoot common
issues. With the aid of helpful text and innovative
graphics in Digital Photography Complete Course,
you'll explore a wide range of genres: Find out how
to create landscapes, portraits, still life, and action
shots as you discover the full range of your camera
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and learn how to take professional-looking pictures
you'll be proud to display.
The top-rated and top-selling photography ebook
since 2012 and the first ever Gold Honoree of the
Benjamin Franklin Digital Award, gives you five
innovations no other book offers: Free video training.
9+ HOURS of video training integrated into the
book’s content (requires Internet access). Travel
around the world with Tony and Chelsea as they
teach you hands-on. Appendix A lists the videos so
you can use the book like an inexpensive video
course.Classroom-style teacher and peer help. After
buying the book, you get access to the private
forums on this site, as well as the private Stunning
Digital Photography Readers group on Facebook
where you can ask the questions and post pictures
for feedback from Tony, Chelsea, and other readers.
It’s like being able to raise your hand in class and
ask a question! Instructions are in the
introduction.Lifetime updates. This book is regularly
updated with new content (including additional
videos) that existing owners receive for free.
Updates are added based on reader feedback and
questions, as well as changing photography trends
and new camera equipment. This is the last
photography book you’ll ever need.Hands-on
practices. Complete the practices at the end of every
chapter to get the real world experience you
need.500+ high resolution, original pictures. Detailed
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example pictures taken by the author in fifteen
countries demonstrate both good and bad technique.
Many pictures include links to the full-size image so
you can zoom in to see every pixel. Most
photography books use stock photography, which
means the author didn’t even take them. If an author
can’t take his own pictures, how can he teach you?
In this book, Tony Northrup (award-winning author of
more than 30 how-to books and a professional
portrait, wildlife, and landscape photographer)
teaches the art and science of creating stunning
pictures. First, beginner photographers will master:
CompositionExposureShutter speedApertureDepthof-field (blurring the background)ISONatural
lightFlashTroubleshooting blurry, dark, and bad
picturesPet photographyWildlife photography
(mammals, birds, insects, fish, and more)Sunrises
and sunsetsLandscapesCityscapesFlowersForests,
waterfalls, and riversNight
photographyFireworksRaw filesHDRMacro/close-up
photography Advanced photographers can skip
forward to learn the pro’s secrets for: Posing men
and women. including corrective posing (checklists
provided)Portraits (candid, casual, formal, and
underwater)Remotely triggering flashesUsing
bounce flash and flash modifiersUsing studio lighting
on any budgetBuilding a temporary or permanent
studio at homeShooting your first weddingHigh
speed photographyLocation scouting/finding the best
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spots and timesPlanning shoots around the sun and
moonStar trails (via long exposure and image
stacking)Light paintingEliminating noiseFocus
stacking for infinite depth-of-fieldUnderwater
photographyGetting close to wildlifeUsing electronic
shutter triggersPhotographing moving
carsPhotographing architecture and real estate
Aimed at serious photographers, this lavishly
illustrated guide takes a close look at every detail of
lowlight photography. Michael Freeman (The
Complete Guide to Digital Photography, Mastering
Digital Black & White Photography) offers in-depth
analysis of the many techniques photographers must
master for night and lowlight shooting. Point by point,
he discusses how to keep the camera steady, what
lenses and camera settings to use, and how to best
apply flash, bracketing, image-stabilizing, vibration
reduction, and noise reduction. He also outlines
common lowlight situations, from stormy weather
and deep shade to twilight, moonlight, city lights, and
nightclubs. Finally, Freeman examines software
programs and processes that will increase the
quality of lowlight photographs.
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